HOME GROUP
DISCUSSION GUIDE
DISCUSS
1/ Have you experienced or witnessed the “social media showdown” (when your entire
social media feed is full of all star parenting moments) or the “superhero syndrome” (feeling
the pressure to be a superhero for your kids) in parenting?
2/ Why do you think it is important to combine discipline and delight in your parenting?
3/ Read the following verses on discipline and discuss any broad themes you discover:
a/ Proverbs 22:15
b/ Proverbs 22:6
c/ Proverbs 29:18
d/ Hebrews 12:11-12
e/ Proverbs 3:11-12
f/ Proverbs 28:13
4/ Read the following verses on delight and discuss any broad themes you discover:
a/ Proverbs 3:11
b/ Proverbs 23:35
c/ Proverbs 17:6
5/ Discuss this quotation from author Trilia Newbell:
“I don’t think remembering the responsibility that we have to train our children is the best way
we embrace and savor the short days we have with our kids. Remember that, “every good and
every perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of lights…” (James 1:17). Our
children are not tasks to complete, but gifts to enjoy. And we enjoy them by remembering that
they are truly gifts from God. Yes, even when they stand in the hall refusing to put away their
socks, or when they throw their cereal on the floor, or when they make it almost impossible to
complete a trip to the grocery store. Those are trials mothers and fathers face weekly and yes,
even these things are gifts.”
6/ What happens to parenting when it is all discipline and little delight. Or all delight and no
discipline?
7/ If you are a parent, what is one new thing you could do to express delight in your children?
8/ Explore how God “parents” you with perfect discipline and delight. Use these verses if
you want: Hebrews 12:11-12; Zephaniah 3:17; Psalm 147:11
9/ How could the perfect fathering of God encourage you in your parenting?
PRAY together for the things you just shared, and also for anything else in your life.

